
story by Janet Gyenes

explore British Columbia’s ragged coastline or skirt the shores  
of Ontario’s concrete jungle…Our paddling roundup finds routes for 

adrenaline junkies and urbanites to science geeks and animal lovers >>
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t r a v e l a t h o m e 

 
With three oceans, thousands of lakes and rivers, and parks 
bigger than countries such as Switzerland, any paddling 
pursuit easily doubles as a water-bound safari

1 ICE CATHEDRALS
 

you don’t need to awake at dawn or be stealthy to grab a glimpse of 
these solitary giants on their annual migratory route. Every year, icebergs 
calved from glaciers in Greenland begin a 1,600-km year-long journey 
south, drifting through iceberg Alley, an area stretching from labrador’s 
northern tip to Newfoundland’s southern Grand banks. paddlers can watch 
the flotilla of ice edifices from prime vantage points like the baie Verte 
peninsula or Quirpon island, while observing the icebergs from a safe 
distance. Even the humpback and minke whales will be dwarfed by these 
beautiful behemoths.

delight in the new lexicon you’ll learn, adding some bon mots 
to those exclamatory oh’s and ah’s. See if you can spot dome ’bergs 
with their rounded tops or the dry dock, an iceberg characterized by a 
u-shaped slot near the water level and a pair of pinnacles. 

   
Coastal Adventures (coastaladventures.com) offers kayak tours of iceberg 
Alley from the baie Verte peninsula and Notre dame bay. linkum Tours 
(linkumtours.com) offers paddling excursions near Quirpon island.

2 THE BIG THREE
 

Spirit bears, whales and wolves, oh my! indeed, exploring the fridges 
of the Great bear Rainforest on british Columbia’s North Coast is the 
apotheosis of kayak adventures, the trip to top one of those “before you 
die” lists. These remote and now protected environs are home to the last 
of the wild wolves, chronicled by ian mcAllister who has studied these 
elusive animals for almost two decades. Enchantment and anticipation 
await paddlers on approach of every cove or clearing in hopes of a rare 
white spirit bear appearing in the ancient forest or a humpback whale 
breaching in the distance.

   
mothership Adventures (mothershipadventures.com) offers  
six- and nine-night kayak tours of the Great bear Rainforest.

3 ON THE EDGE

At a latitude of 72 degrees north, life in and around pond inlet on baffin 
island literally clings to the precipice. Here, steep headlands plunge into 
river valleys and primordial glaciers and archeological sites fade away 
under the Arctic sun. Along with dozens of species of flora and fauna 
lives the narwhal, a mythic mammal that seems to fit into the cabinet of 
curiosities with fearsome beasts like the giant squid, often rendered in 
scientific plates to terrifying effect. This uni-toothed (or horned) whale 
earned a place in melville’s frightening tome, moby dick, and is reputed to 
be the basis for that real  mythical creature, the unicorn. Short summers 
mean there is just a small window of warmth that enables paddlers to ply 
the frigid waters and follow pods of migrating narwhals while viewing the 
bylot island glaciers.

   
Whitney & Smith legendary Expeditions (legendaryex.com)  
offer kayak excursions to baffin island to view narwhals.
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Kayaking on ottawa’s Rideau Canal below 
Kayaks on BC’s Sunshine Coast. bottom 

Paddling through False Creek in downtown 
Vancouver. previous page Kayaking 

alongside icebergs in Newfoundland.
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paddling can be a lesson in the strange forces of mother 
Nature. Cue the lights, grab the camera, and prepare for 
the action.

1 SHOOT THE SWELLS
 

West Coast denizens might already know that in the Chinook 
language, skookum means “fast” and chuck means “water.” if that 
translation isn’t literal enough, would-be paddlers take heed: at high 
tide, 200 billion gallons of water are squeezed through the narrows 
here, culminating in a witch’s cauldron of sorts. That’s not to say that 
the Sechelt Rapids, the bottleneck of the Skookumchuck Narrows 
Narrows, isn’t navigable. but the 30-km-plus currents shouldn’t 
tempt weekend warriors. if you dare dip your paddle into this briny 
soup clogged full of bulbous bull kelp, purple sea stars and spiky sea 
urchins, check the tide tables and ensure your skill set is sound.

   
kayaks can be rented from Egmont marina (egmont-marina.com).

2 HIGH-WATT LIGHTS

forget your need for a geography lesson of that rectangular-shaped 
province better known for its wheat fields than waterways. The fond 
du lac river in the remote reaches of northeastern Saskatchewan 
might be one landmark you never knew about, and it’s also one a 
handful lucky paddlers will never forget. The river mosies through 
forests resplendent in their fiery fall hues and traverses limestone 
gorges, offering up a paddle that’s both picturesque and heart-
pounding. At night, though, it’s the high-wattage aurora borealis 
that amps up this adventure. peek out of your tent and watch the 
laser light show that forms when gases from solar activity collide 
with nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the Earth’s magnetic field. The 
soundtrack to these dancing lights? Silence, golden silence.

   
Great Excursions Travel (greatexcursions.travel) and Churchill River 
Canoe outfitters (churchillrivercanoe.com) both offer  seven-day 
canoe adventures on the fond du lac.

3 FLOWERPOT ROCKS + HIGH SEAS

Wouldn’t you want to paddle in the world’s largest bathtub and 
circumnavigate the fanciful-named flowerpot rocks? And who knew 
that this basin—the bay of fundy, home to the highest tide on the 
planet—was once a dry rift valley? paddling among the red-tinged 
Hopewell Rocks is much more than a relaxing day at the beach: it’s 
a science lesson covering topics from geography to oceanography 
with some astronomy and ornithology thrown into the mix. Here, 
you can witness the Seiche Effect, the name given to the wave action 
that creates that so-called bathtub-like effect of sloshing water, along 
with the migration of up to 2.5 million sandpipers that stop by en 
route to South America. be sure to explore sandstone sea caves and 
seek out curiously named formations, like E.T., dinosaur, lover’s Arch 
and mother-in-law.

   
baymount Adventures (baymountadventures.com)  
offers kayak tours of the Hopewell Rocks and bay of fundy.
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gliding along BC’s 
coast with Mothership 
Adventures. above 
Riding the rapids of the 
Skookumchuck Narrows. 
top Maneuvering the 
Hopewell Rocks in New 
Brunswick.
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Taming the concrete jungle can be as 
easy as appreciating it from a prime 
position on the water, where traffic 
jams and crowded trains are left for 
landlubbers

1 SKYSCRAPERS + 
CITY-ESCAPERS

paddle Toronto. To some, it’s more of a mantra 
than a question. finding a respite in Canada’s 
most populous city sometimes means getting 
up and at ’em with the early birds for a 6:30 
a.m. kayak on lake ontario. Explore the 
harbour in calm waters while marvelling at 
the CN Tower’s spire punctuating the morning 
sky. or venture farther afield to discover the 13 
nearby Toronto islands where the siren sounds 
of nature drown out the drone of the city.

  for more information on 
canoeing or kayaking in Toronto, go to  
paddle Toronto (paddletoronto.com) or 
Toronto Sailing & Canoe Club (tscc.net).

2 UP THE CREEK, WITH 
PADDLE

 

purists might assert that Vancouver’s false 
Creek is not really a creek, but this briny 
waterway is arguably a perfect place for some 
urban paddling at virtually any time of the day 
or night. kayakers might be surprised to come 
within whisker of a harbour seal or witness a 
pair of resident bald eagles nesting atop a tree 
at Vanier park, all against the backdrop of glass 
highrises.

  Ecomarine ocean kayak  
Centre (ecomarine.com) offers guided  
tours and kayak rentals.

3 RIDE THE RIDEAU

The sheltered waters of the ottawa to long 
island lock stretch of the 200-km-long Rideau 
canal is the perfect entree for the urbanite 
looking to develop some “sea” legs in a kayak 
or canoe. buffs seeking some “off-the-hill” 
history can find plenty of information on the 
eight ottawa locks that remain a symbol of 
engineering excellence.

  ottawa paddle Shack 
(ottawapaddleshack.ca) offers kayak  
and canoe rentals.  
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Canoeing on Lake 
ontario with the 
Toronto skyline 

and CN Tower as a 
backdrop. 


